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Interest for brain research topics increases globally over the years
Being a scientist in Croatia is not one of popular career choices, and
the importance of science for society is mostly marginalized.
However, people are generally attracted to issues associated with
brain research, and exciting questions related to human individuality,
cognition, mind and behavior. Indeed, different aspects of brain
research have been acquired by Croatian general public thanks to a
bunch of enthusiasts working in the field and involved in various
outreach actions.

Croatian Institute for Brain Research gathers Croatian neuroscientists
and is a residence of Croatian Society for Neuroscience
Formal setting for gathering neuroscientists in Croatia was enabled by
founding the Croatian Institute for Brain Research (CIBR) at Zagreb
University School of Medicine, back in 1990. CIBR has meanwhile
become the residence of Croatian Society for Neuroscience (CSFN),
and has been recognized as Center of Research Excellence for
Basic, Clinical and Translational Neuroscience in 2015.

Croatia in the
heart of Europe

Croatian Institute for
Brain Research (CIBR) is
the organizational unit of
School of Medicine,
which celebrated 100th
anniversary in 2018.
School of Medicine is
one of the 34 faculties
and academies of the
350 years old Zagreb
University. CIBR is home
of CSFN.

“Men ought to know that from the brain, and from the brain only, arise our pleasures,
joys, laughter and jests, as well as our sorrows, pains, griefs and tears.......When the brain
is still, a man can think properly!” Hippocrates (5th century B.C.)
BRAIN AWARENESS WEEK TOPICS IN CROATIA (2003-2018)
2003
 Century of Mind
 Brain and aging
 Brain development (from the cell to
the mind)
2004
 New advances and challenges in
brain research
 Brain and hormones
 Birth and death of neurons
 Depression
2005
 Autism
 Brain research and European
research space
 New advances and challenges in
brain research
2006
 Mental disorders
 New advances and challenges in
brain research
2007
 Neuroethics: Utilization of
neuroimaging?
 Developmental rehabilitation
 Neuroscience of aging
2008
 Brain and agression
 Brain injury
 Neuroimaging
2009
 What makes us human?
 Evolution of language and
 symbolic reasoning
 Specific diseases of human brain
2010
 Brain and creativity
 Brain and arts
 Brain imaging

Drawings made by pupils from Elementary
School Turanj, participants of the workshops:
“How brain works?” and “What is hidden in
our brain?” (BAW, 2011)

 Brain maturation and aging
 Brain and decision-making
 Brain and stress
2013
 Altered states of consciousness
 Neurobiology of addiction
 Brain and movement
2014

 Social brain
 Brain and pain
 Neural networks and behavior
2015
 Brain and communication
 Role and position of
neuroscience in society
 Stroke
2016
 Child's brain
 Empathy, tolerance, nontolerance
 Left and right brain - cooperation
of brain hemispheres
2017
 First three years: human brain
development
 Brain and space

Left: Students at the main Zagreb square,
activity in collaboration with Croatian
association for Alzheimer’s disease. RIght:
members
of
Student
society
for
Neuroscience organizing lectures within
topics “From basic to clinical science”.

Brain awareness week in Croatia
BAW activities in Croatia have greatly expanded and today
encompass many larger and smaller cities, and practically all
Croatian universities, specialized clinical centers, as well as several
associations for patients. CSFN gathers highly motivated scientists,
experts, teachers, and students from different fields of science and
arts that share a passionate interest for neuroscience. Their work and
participation during BAW or other neuroscience promotion activities
reflect the true interdisciplinary nature of CSFN goals and its outreach
mission. CSFN-BAW activities are open to the general public, but
children are considered our most important audience, given their
contagious and inspirational curiosity for brain facts. If some children
from this group become members of the global neuroscience
community because of BAW, then our outreach mission will be fully
accomplished.
Joy, fun, science – BAW moments to remember!

2018
 Brain and artificial intelligence
 Brain hunger for oxygen and
glucose

DANA/FENS BAW grants for projects organized by CSFN members and
collaborators (2008-2018)
Year

Name of the funded BAW project(s)

2008

1. Neuroscience of behaviour
2. Take care of your brain
1. Think unthinkable
2. Brain & Evolution
Brain and Senses
1. Knowledge Seeking Genes
2. The learning brain - Education and neuroscience
1. Stress resistant
2. Brainy granny - Aging brain

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

To promote knowledge on brain topics, to raise the awareness about
importance and benefits of brain research through communication
with general public, are major goals of Croatian Society for
Neuroscience
Neuroscience popularization events have been organized by CSFN
since 2002, when CSFN joined the global initiative - Brain Awareness
Week (BAW) just two years after the society was founded. From the
very beginning, and thanks to one of its founders and current
president Ivica Kostovic (known in the neuroscience community for
his discovery of the subplate zone, a transient layer of the developing
human brain), CSFN makes it a goal to promote knowledge of brain
research by communicating with the public and disseminating
important information.

2011
 Learning brain (Brain and
education)
 Neuroeconomics
 New advances and challenges in
brain research
2012

Poster 027.09SU

2017
2018

Dancing Brain - Neuroscience of Movement
Brain: neural gates and mathematical keys
Connect to communicate - communicate to
connect
1. Born to be empathetic - Neurobiology of empathy
2. Our Brain Stories
1. Hungry brain
2. Journey through the Human Brain
Brain at Work

Name and
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grant awardee
Ivica Kostović
Nataša Šimić
Marija Heffer
Ivica Kostović
Maja Valić
Marija Heffer
Ivica Kostović
Marija Heffer
Svjetlana Kalanj
Bognar
Milan Radoš
Domagoj Džaja
Irena Labak
Ivica Kostović
Nataša Šimić
Senka Blažetić
Nataša Šimić
Pavle Valerjev

Address of
grant
awardee
(University)
Zagreb
Zadar
Osijek
Zagreb
Split
Osijek
Zagreb
Osijek
Zagreb
Zagreb
Zagreb
Osijek
Zagreb
Zadar
Osijek
Zadar
Zadar

Students of
other faculties
listen to BAW
lecture of their
colleagues
from School of
Medicine.

Selection of posters promoting BAW in Croatia
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Three posters (left), designed by Marin Balaić; fourth and fifth poster designed by Sonja Mašić.
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